Abstract. The paper describes variations of the classical k-means clustering algorithm that can be used effectively to address the so called Web-site Boundary Detection (WBD) problem. The suggested advantages offered by these techniques are that they can quickly identify most of the pages belonging to a web-site; and, in the long run, return a solution of comparable (if not better) accuracy than other clustering methods. We analyze our techniques on artificial clones of the web generated using a well-known preferential attachment method.
Introduction
Web-site Boundary Detection (WBD) is an important activity [8, 21, 22] with respect to such applications as: web archiving [23] [1] , web search and information retrieval [20] . While also being important in the study and analysis of the web [5] , which includes; content authorship [8] , link structure analysis [17] , and web content accessibility studies [6] .
The principal objective of the WBD problem is, given a start web-page, the target (or seed, or home) web-page, to automatically identify all pages that are related to this web-page in such a way that they can be considered to form a web-site. In this paper we will follow [4] in postulating that web-sites are collections of pages describing their authors intentions. Therefore they are formed by groups of web-pages that can be seen as similar to an (number of) initial seed(s). We assume that web-pages can be described by a set of measurable features. Additionally web-sites are characterized by some global structural features encoded by their hyper-link distribution. Given all this, web-site boundary detection can be reduced to a special type of clustering problem whereby the saught web-site is obtained by grouping highly connected pages described by similar feature vectors.
Such an approach carries, however, a number of issues related to the nature of the web. In particular the simplistic idea of gathering all the data first and then performing the clustering, in this context, is highly inefficient as the initial fetching stage will then dominate the overall computation time by several orders of magnitude [14, 19] . Also, it is well-known that the web is a very dynamic environment, where pages get created and deleted continuously [11, 13] .
In this paper we suggest that more effective results can be obtained by resorting to iterative clustering methods that do not need to have (local memory) access to the whole data set in order to start clustering the pages: the clustering process takes place while the pages are fetched from the internet. We refer to such methods as incremental methods. Our empirical investigation is centered on the k-means clustering heuristic. It is well known that k-means depends heavily on the sequence in which data is presented [9, 12, 24, 25] . We claim that methods based on fetching the various web-pages by moving across the web-graph in a random manner, following the web hyperlink structure and clustering the pages on the fly, perform better than other k-means variants in the context of the WBD problem. In fact such methods, often, don't even need to explore the whole dataset to provide quite acceptable solutions for the WBD problem. We argue that such algorithms quickly identify most of the pages belonging to the web-site under consideration and, in the long run, return a solution of comparable (if not better) accuracy than other incremental variants of k-means. Our analysis is based on studying the performance of various clustering algorithms using artificial datasets generated using the preferential attachment web model proposed by Kumar's et al. [15] . We also argue that the properties of this model, and the resulting performance figures, suggest the possibility that our randomized clustering methods would out-perform all other k-means variants considered here, even on real web data.
The rest of the paper is organized into three broad sections. In Section 2 we define the WBD problem, both in general and in the specific setting analyzed in this paper, and review the main definitions related to Random Walks and the k-means clustering algorithm. In Section 3 we report on our experiments by describing one after the other our data sets, our performance measures, and our results. Finally Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of our results.
Preliminaries
All algorithms considered in this paper will work on a portion of the worldwide web. We may think of this as a graph G = (V, E), where V is a collection of web-pages, and the set E keeps track of all directed links between pairs of elements of V . Without loss of generality assume that G is connected. Each page has a numerical feature vector associated with it. Technically this can be determined once the page has been downloaded from the internet. Thus, there exists a function f : V → IR k , for some fixed integer k ≥ 1, such that for any P ∈ V , f (P ) is an ordered sequence of k real numbers characterizing the page P . In what follows we will denote the elements of V using italicized capital letters (rather than the usual u, v, . . .). We will use the terms page, web-page, node, and vertex interchangeably, but in all cases we will actually be referring to the pair formed by an element of V and its corresponding feature vector. Given a specified web-page P ∈ V (G), our purpose is to define a set W = W(P ) ⊆ V (G) called the web-site of P , containing all pages of G that are similar to P .
In the work described in this paper we focus on iterative clustering processes founded on the template presented in Table 1 . The graph G is assumed to model a portion of the web. For the purpose of our experiments (see Section 3.1) we may assume that it resides on some secondary memory storage device and bits of it are retrieved as needed. If the algorithms were to be used on the real web G they would be distributed at different sites across the internet and its content would have to be downloaded through http requests. Note that the well known k-means [9, 12, 24, 25] clustering method fits this template, however the template can equally be used to represent a host of different algorithms. In the forthcoming sections we provide details about the proposed iterative clustering processes that will be considered in the rest of this paper. 
k-means clustering
The classical k-means clustering algorithm is obtained from the template given in Table 1 by assuming that the state of the process contains information about the (two) clusters centroids, that the pages in G are inspected one at a time in some given order (which may vary over subsequent iterations) and that the state update is only performed after a complete sweep of the data has been performed. Also, it is assumed that the graph G = (V, E) is not initially available. It is retrieved from the web incrementally as different pages get requested inside the process main loop. The loop is then further repeated until the system state does not change from one sweep of the graph to the next one. This paper considers the two variants of this process, named BF-means and DF-means, obtained by assuming that the order in which the pages of G are examined is determined by the way in which they are retrieved from the web, and is given by a fixed and bound breadth-first (resp. depth-first) traversal of the web starting at P , including all pages up to a certain bounded distance from P .
Clustering based on random crawling
The careful reader will have realised that many different processes fit the template described above. The order in which the pages are considered needn't be fixed or deterministic. The way in which the web-graph is explored can be quite arbitrary. Furthermore the process state may be updated every time a new page is considered, rather than at the end of a whole sweep of the given dataset. Finally the periodical state update might include major modification of the retrieved web-graph content. In the remainder of this section we describe two possible processes of this type: (i) Naive Random Walk (NRW) clustering and the Advanced Random Walk (ARW) clustering. The first is appealing because of its simplicity, the second will turn out to deliver the best results. Other variants were tested but results of these are omitted from this paper mainly because they are not significantly different from those of the two methods considered. Naive Random Walk (NRW) Clustering. Given an arbitrary graph G, the sequence of vertices visited by starting at a vertex and then repeatedly moving from one vertex to the next by selecting a neighbour of the current vertex at random is termed a random walk on the graph G (see for instance [18] ). Random walks arise in many settings (e.g. the shuffling of a deck of cards, or the motion of a dust particle in the air) and there's a vast literature related to them (the interested reader is referred to the classical [10] , or the very recent [2] and references therein). In particular they can be used [3] as a means for exploring a graph.
The process NRW is the variant of the clustering process in Table 1 based on the idea of performing a random walk on G. A pure random walk is not easily simulated (at least initially) if we want to keep the constraint that the process does not require access to the full dataset to start off with. The sequence of pages to be (re-)clustered is thus given by the order in which they are visited by performing a random walk on the known portion of G. Initially the walk has to choose a neighbour of P . In general, given the current page Q, the page to be visited next is selected at random among those pointed by a link of Q and the set of pages seen so far that point to Q. For example, with reference to the example graph given in Figure 1 , the first four steps of the process might be as shown in Figure 2 , with clustering performed at every step. Note that the walk can revisit nodes multiple times, even before having completed a full sweep of G. It is therefore convenient to re-compute the centroids after each step of the walk, rather than at the end of a sweep. It is well-known [3] that any random walk on a finite connected graph eventually visits all vertices in it. Thus, in principle, the process could run until convergence as in the standard k-means algorithm. It will turn out, however, that stopping the process after a given maximum number of "steps" (MaxIterations) is more effective and still results in good quality clusters. Some pseudo code describing the NRW technique is presented in Table  2 . The decision on whether to add Q to W or the noise cluster N is based on the computation of the Euclidean distance between Q's feature vector and the centroids of the two clusters W \ {Q} and N \ {Q}.
Algorithm NRW (P ) W = {P }; N = {}; set Q to P ; set a counter to one; set up the process internal state; repeat redefine Q to be a random neighbour of Q in G; add Q to W or N ; increase the counter; update the process state; until counter goes past MaxIterations; return W ; Table 2 . Pseudo code for RW Advanced Random Walk (ARW) clustering. Random walks, as defined above, are examples of so called Markov stochastic processes [10] . The evolution of a process of this type is fully determined by its current state: in the example in Figure 1 , assuming the graph is completely known to the walk, every time we visit vertex A we have a 50-50 chance of moving to B or D and no chance at all to visit vertex C next.
The process NRW, strictly speaking, already breaks this framework. In this section we describe a slight more refined process (ARW) that moves even further from a pure random walk process. The process traverses the graph vertices in a random order in a similar manner as in the case of NRW. However in the case of ARW, all edges are weighted (initially such weights are all equal to one) and these weightings are reduced by a factor φ whenever an edge is discovered from the current vertex (the "to" vertex) to the previous vertex (the "from" vertex) where the vertex pair are not considered to be similar (according to a predetermined similarity threshold). With respect to the experiments reported later in this paper a φ value of 9 was used, i.e. we divided the edge weight of dissimilar edges by φ = 9 each time we used one such edge. Additionally the graph structure may be changed as a result of a traversal by the addition of further edges. Immediately after visiting a page for the first time, the algorithm computes the similarity between the "new" vertex and all previously visited vertices. If the similarity is above a predefined threshold an edge is added between the corresponding vertices. The additional edges included in this manner are then taken into account when considering the next vertex (page) to visit.
Algorithm ARW (P ) W = {P }; N = {}; set Q to P ; set a counter to one; set up the process internal state; repeat { Secondary edges } if first visit to Q then for all nodes R seen so far do if R and Q are similar then add a "secondary edge" (R, Q) to G; set w(R, Q) to one; end if end for end if { Similarity Reduction } if Q and its predecessor are NOT similar then set w(Q,pred(Q)) to w(Q,pred(Q))/φ; set w(pred(Q), Q) to w(pred(Q), Q)/φ; end if redefine Q to be a random neighbour of Q in G; add Q to W or N ; increase the counter; update the process state; until counter goes past MaxIterations; return W ; The effect of all this is that, as the walk progresses, a number of links are added to the graph between similar vertices and thus the walk is more likely to remain within a certain group of pages, while the reduction of edge weights between non-similar vertices will further reduce the chance of visiting unrelated vertexes in succession. Some pseudo code for ARW is presented in Table 3 . In that description pred(Q) is the page visited immediately before Q. As in the case of the NRW algorithm the choice of Q's neighbours is made from among all pages R such that either (R, Q) or (Q, R) is in E.
Experiments
In this section we describe a number of experiments used to evaluate the processes described in Section 2.
Data set
In a first attempt to assess the quality of our algorithms we tested them on a number of artificial data sets. Graphs G = (V, E) containing a particular set of pages similar to some chosen element of V were put together by first creating artificial host graphs using the well established web-graph model proposed by Kumar et al. [15] . One of the generated host graphs was then selected to be the target graph. The graphs were then represented using a standard feature vector representation that included noise words randomly selected from a "bag" of noise words.
A model of the web. We will use the graph process described in [15] , but with case 3. below derived from [16] . Given a positive integer m, the process generates a synthetic model of the world wide web starting from a graph G t−1 and make its source point to P . 3. With probability (1 − α) × β, pick a random copying vertex Q c ; a new vertex P will point to m vertices chosen as follows: uar with probability ν, choose a random vertex Q and add (P, Q) to the graph. pa with probability 1 − ν, add (P, R) to the graph, where R is a random neighbour of Q c . 4. with the remaining probability (1 − α) × (1 − β) no new vertex is generated and a random edge is added to G K,m t−1 .
In our experiments we used values of m mirroring the fact that the average page on the world wide web contains some 40-50 links [7] . Also α = 0.01, β = 0.9 and ν = 0.2. So, most of the time, new vertices will be generated to which 50 neighbours will be linked according to the procedure described in 3 above. The resulting graph shared many features with the real web, in particular: (i) in and out degree distribution, (ii) the diameter, and (iii) the presence of small bipartite "cliques". For the purpose of our experiments, we generate G contains a large number of links and is linked by a large number of "younger" pages. Removing it from the graph used for our experiments makes the resulting graph, which we denote by K T more realistic.
Generating clustery data. The use of a synthetic version of the web has many advantages. However Kumar's graphs have one disadvantage: the lack of the "clustery" nature of the real web. To complete the definition of our artificial instances we need to identify a web-site W within K T (and then complete the definition of G by adding some noise cluster, N to that). To this end we performed the following steps:
1. Given K T , we picked a random node X from this graph. Such node will represent the home-page in W. 2. To create the set of pages in W we then performed a breadth-first crawl of K T starting from X, up to a certain maximum depth. The nodes visited by such process are then added to W with some fixed probability p. 3. The noise cluster N contains all nodes reachable from X that have not been added to W in the previous step. 4. The graph G is then defined as the subgraph of K T induced by the set W ∪N .
For the experiments reported in this paper we generated datasets of two types, which we term A and B. Both sets were generated from copies of K T . Sets of type A are derived from graphs generated using m = 50, keeping in the set W all nodes at a distance of at most three links from the initial page X. Sets of type B were generated using m = 30 and p = 0.5 and breadth-first exploration up to distance five. Table 4 reports some graph-theoretic statistics of the resulting graph G. Note that the two clusters have roughly the same number of elements but the class cluster W has many more internal links than links pointing to the noise cluster (modelling the fact that the elements of W represent homogeneous web-pages). Furthermore W is popular in the sense that many links from the noise cluster N point back to W. There are two main differences between the graphs in set A and those in set B. First, typically graphs of type B contain fewer edges and, individually, their nodes contain fewer out-links. Second, for graphs in set A the class W coincides with the set of all pages at distance at most three from X (also known as the ball of radius three around X). For the graphs in B this is not the case. The web-site of X, although much bigger than in the case of A, is typically more "stringy". Only half of the neighbours of a vertex in W are in the cluster.
Given a particular graph structure G, we may generate several instances of this structure by changing the feature vectors that we associate with the various pages (vertices). In general, for any page P ∈ W (resp. in N , the feature vector f (P ) can be chosen from the superposition of two k-dimensional normal multivariate distributions, having different means, µ W and µ N , and equal deviations σ. The vectors associated with the elements of W may be chosen from the N k (µ W , σ) distribution, those for N from N k (µ N , σ) . Varying the relative position of the means results in datasets of differing difficulty.
For our experiments we simulated such process in a very simple way. Given P in V (K T ), f (P ) contains k = 20 integer numbers, corresponding to the number of occurrences of the elements of a pool of words S in a bag associated with P . The pool S is split in two disjoint groups of equal size, S W and S N . The bag of P is defined by sampling, independently, k elements of S. If P is in W, each chosen word has a chance π = 0.7 (resp. 1 − π) of belonging to S W (resp. S N ), and is selected uniformly at random with replacement, from the chosen group. If P ∈ N , the selection is symmetrically biased towards S N .
Type Name
Cluster W Cluster N Size Intra edges
Inter edges
Size Intra edges
Inter edges A   G1  181  2443  53  176  470  2353  G2  124  1581  48  182  591  2335  G3  102  978  89  128  374  1463  G4  149  2046  77  109  259  1665   B   G1  208  4783  46  201  699  5006  G2  262  6616  80  199  623  5570  G3  254  5956  76  212  706  5554  G4  293  6108  128  237  766  5500   Table 4 . Data set graph-theoretic statistics. Intra edges are links connecting two pages in the same cluster. Inter edges are links connecting pages in different clusters.
Evaluation Criteria
We used a number of measures to compare the performance of the various clustering methods considered in this paper. Given an instance (G, f ) generated as described in Section 3.1, the output (W, N ) of a particular clustering algorithm A on (G, f ) can be expressed as:
where W t (resp. W f ) is the collection of class items (noise items) that are correctly (resp. incorrectly) identified as being within the target web site, and, similarly, N t (resp. N f ) is the collection of noise items (resp. items in W ) that are correctly (resp. incorrectly) identified as noise. The accuracy γ = γ(A, (G, f )) of algorithm A on input (G, f ) is given by the expression:
which measure the proportion of correctly classified items. We argue that in this context the accuracy only tells half of the story. Some of our clustering methods are deterministic others are randomized. As we mentioned above randomized graph crawls are only likely to visit the whole graph, eventually, but they may fail to do so, in some particular cases. Even more importantly, the clustering problems we are dealing with are asymmetric; in the sense that, one may argue, grouping together all pages in the cluster W is much more important than even discovering the pages in N . Hence a (randomized) algorithm A may achieve poor accuracy, just because it does not see many noise pages but, on the other hand, maybe considered good because it classifies correctly all the pages in W. We therefore resort to a second measure that focuses on W. In what follows the class ratio ω = ω(A, (G, f )) of algorithm A on input (G, f ) will denote the quantity |W t |/|W|.
For completeness we will also track two obvious coverage parameters:
the number of steps ς = ς(A, (G, f )) (i.e. iterations of the main algorithm loop) performed and the average CPU time to complete a single step, denoted by θ = θ(A, (G, f )) calculated as the total execution time to terminate a particular run divided by how many steps the algorithm took to terminate. Table 5 shows the average performance, over 50 distinct runs, of all algorithms considered in this paper on the eight datasets mentioned in Section 3.1. For completeness, Figure 3 all the way up to Figure 10 provide more detailed plots showing how the various quantities change as the algorithms run.
Results
In our experiments we compared the two random walk methods (NRW, ARW) described in Section 2.2 with two versions of each of the deterministic variants of k-means (BF,DF-means) described in Section 2.1: in each case we considered the full process as well as a version that only performs one scan of the data (denoted in table by (1) in Table 5 ). The latter has been included to show, in a sense, the quality of the solution produced by the given clustering algorithm if one relaxes its termination condition. A process that can only "see" each page once is faster than the fully-fledged k-means heuristic, but returns much poorer solutions.
The results in the table show that in most cases the methods based on random walks perform, on average, better than the deterministic ones. In most cases they provide better accuracy and class ratio. The results for such methods are particularly good on graphs in set A, and even on the "stringy" datasets of type B, which are easier for BF-means and DF-means, they perform reasonably well. Figures 6 and 10 provide even more interesting results for the class ratios: both random walk based heuristics cover more than 70% of the "good" pages in less than 50000 steps. Of course one may object that this comes at a price. Table 5 clearly indicates that the randomized algorithms in question struggle to visit all pages in the given data set. Furthermore, the random walk methods seem hugely slower than the deterministic ones. All deterministic methods complete their processing on average in less than 3000 steps, whereas all randomized processes considered are run for 100000 steps. However we argue that, for the problem at hand, these issues may not be very important. In the context of web-site boundary detection the main aim is to identify a web-site containing a particular homepage. It may thus be quite satisfactory to get a clustering that correctly classifies 95% of the "good" web-pages even if 40% of the noise pages are not visited at all. The relatively high running times are also not too meaningful, as the average running time per step (parameter θ in Table 5 ) gives a better indicator of the overall run time.
Discussion
The results in Section 3.3 show that, at least on the artificial data used here, simple randomized methods that combine k-means clustering abilities with graph exploration methods that carefully use the graphical structure of the data outperform a clustering method that does not take the graph structure into consideration. In particular the overall best method is ARW, which performs consistently well across the two sets. The best performing deterministic method was DF-means.
In set A the structure of the graph is such that web-pages associated with the class are located at a certain distance (number of links) from the start page, while noise pages are located beyond this distance . This type of graph is more difficult for BF-means in particular to cluster, as the initial conditions of the walk are affected by the amount of class items that are seen without any relativity to noise items. Noise items are not seen till later in the walk, after all class items have been seen. This also effects DF-means, but that process has a chance to recover slightly by walking to a deeper depth to visit some noise items before backtracking, which then in turn helps the clustering make the distinction between class and noise items earlier in the walk.
In set B however, the structure is such that there is a mixture of noise and class items. When BF and DF-means crawl the graphs in the initial stages, this mixture helps improve the initial conditions for the clustering in both cases. As a distinction can be made between class and noise earlier in the walk, thus this improves the overall performance of DF-means Looking at the performance of ARW on both set A and B, it can be seen from the history of the walk there is some consistencies between the two sets. For example, the coverage is quite consistent between both graphs (Set A: figs the graph structure that would normally effect performance, as is shown by the poor performance of BF-means and DF-means on set A in contrast to set B. The performance of ARW is more consistent for both set A and B. Massive differences in accuracy or class ratio are not seen when comparing the performance of the random walk methods on both sets.
